


They appeared out of nowhere - glowing 

green, pixelated rifts between every known planet 

in the solar system. 

From Mercury to Pluto, Pulse-Impacted People found themselves encountering 

glitched portals and, with them, an invitation to enter and promises of great rewards. 

Only trios of Pulse-Impacted People may enter – pitted against an opposing trio, but 

with one catch - no one knows their combatant's strengths (or weaknesses) until 

committing to the game. The victors returning though, have shown the promises of 

rewards and glory are real.

Why did these portals appear? Is it a natural phenomenon? The work of some mad (or 

bored) god? They remain another mystery of science. The universe has always been 

unpredictable, and this realm of web3 and the blockchain simulations that run its reality 

are no different. They are highly ordered and yet wildly chaotic - completely 

transparent and yet entirely mysterious - these universes upon universes overlapping 

within. For now, only the realm of the Inhabitants contains these glitched portals, but for 

how long that will hold, no one knows.



Welcome to BattlePlan! Alpha, the premiere 

installment of Pixel Vault’s flagship title built exclusively  

for the Reboot Protocol. 

Plot, plan, scheme, and wallop opponents in this unique 3v3 strategic auto-brawler that 

showcases the innovative features and potential of the Reboot Protocol for the next generation 

of skill-based blockchain games.



BattlePlan! is a super-powered player versus player (“PvP”) auto-brawler game set in the unruly 

solar system. Players assemble and equip a team of Pulse-Impacted People (PIPs) to test their 

skills against their opponents in asynchronously matched auto-combat brawler mayhem.



Outthink, outpace, and outmaneuver your opponents in an epic galactic rumble of guts and 

glory. Play, compete, trade, and strategize to earn rewards. Swing for the fences with tougher 

opponents to amplify your rewards!



PIPs will be featured in the game through best-in-class, full-body, hand-drawn 2D animations 

coordinated to create thrilling, cinematic superhero battles. Dynamically render movies of 

glorious victories or embarrassing defeats to flex, brag, and share.

PREPARE TO DOMINATE THE GALAXY

Last update: March 10, 2023. BattlePlan! is a work in progress and the contents of this paper are 

subject to change. For feedback and comments, please contact info@pixelvault.com.

http://reboot.gg
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PLAY TO WIN

P O W E R E D  B Y

D E V E L O P E D  B Y

All featured art is for illustration purposes only and subject to change without notice.

NDT = Native Digital Token



THE VAULT

Welcome to the Inhabitants Vault. Home to 

BattlePlan! and all things Inhabitants. Through 

the Vault, players can jump into the game and 

access their inventory, profile, settings, and 

more. Taking a break from battle? Catch up on 

the latest Inhabitants Universe stories and mints, 

or evolve your DOTs from the Vault. BattlePlan! 

will adopt other Pixel Vault IPs over time as a 

mashup-style game, similar to the concept 

popularized by Super Smash Bros.

Key BattlePlan! features accessed through 

The Vault include, but are not limited to:
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Claim & purchase Credits to play 

BattlePlan!.

Launch BattlePlan! and compete 

for rewards.

Upgrade, unlock, earn, buy, and 

manage your skills and loadouts 

for battle.

Supercharge vNDT vesting with 

boosts and regular play.

Claim your BattlePoints 

rewards, including playable 

PIPs, special skills, and more.

Accelerate your BattlePoints 

rewards through BattlePass.

Check your rank on the 

Leaderboard and claim seasonal 

prizes for your score.



REWARDS: 


WHAT’S YOUR RISK APPETITE?

Every game of BattlePlan! requires Game Credits, 

but obtaining them is easy. Score ecosystem 

bonuses and airdrops as a dedicated holder of 

Inhabitants NFTs, grab promotional bundles to 

kickstart your gaming journey or show off your 

fighting skills to earn bonus Game Credits through 

BattlePoint rewards. If you need a quick top-up, 

Game Credit bundles are available for purchase at 

a discount with ETH through the Vault, or use your 

NDT or vNDT directly for gameplay.

BattlePlan! Alpha gives you the power to select 

your preferred difficulty level. As you turn up the 

heat, you stand to earn hotter rewards. The Reboot 

Protocol matches you with opponents that are 

challenging for your skill level. As you conquer 

higher-difficulty opponents, you'll earn bonus 

BattlePoints that boost your standing on the 

seasonal Leaderboard and unlock awesome prizes.
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INSERT YOUR GAME CREDITS 

TO ENTER THE ARENA

GAME OVERVIEW



In BattlePlan!, strategy is everything. Spend 

Action Points, a closed-loop in-game mechanic, to 

recruit a team of three PIPs with the perfect mix 

of stats and abilities to create a powerhouse 

squad that will leave your opponents trembling. 

But it's not just about choosing the right PIPs - 

equip them with skill loadouts that maximize their 

potential in battle. From stunning attacks to rapid-

fire shooting and devastating blasts, your PIPs will 

be the ultimate fighting machines. Are you ready 

to take on the arena and emerge victorious?

To keep things simple as we introduce the gaming 

mechanics on the Reboot Protocol, BattlePlan! Alpha 

V1 will feature six playable PIPs from the Pixel Vault 

Core Collection, with three additional PIPs unlockable 

through the BattlePoints rewards system. This will 

provide you with nine character choices, plus your 

skill loadout selections, to differentiate yourself from 

your opponents. Future releases of BattlePlan! will 

introduce the remaining Cores and, eventually, add 

all generative PIPs as playable characters with 

additional benefits to holders.
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TEAM ASSEMBLE!

Art subject to change

https://market.pixelvault.com/explore/ETHEREUM:0xfb10b1717c92e9cc2d634080c3c337808408d9e1
https://market.pixelvault.com/explore/ETHEREUM:0xfb10b1717c92e9cc2d634080c3c337808408d9e1
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MAKE YOUR BATTLEPLAN!

IT’S TIME FOR BATTLE. ARE YOU READY?

Prepare your PIPs for combat by strategically spending Action Points before each round. Draw, equip, and 

upgrade skills from your PIPs loadout and attributes to construct your winning strategy. 

Spend Action Points to redraw and select 

the perfect skills for each PIP.

Level up your PIPs and unlock powerful 

tactical skills to dominate the competition.

Supercharge your PIPs' powers by 

merging duplicate skills in your inventory.

Optimize your battle line by positioning 

your PIPs to unleash maximum carnage.

Art subject to change
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CHALLENGE  ACCEPTED!

Each round, your team of super-powered PIPs is randomly 

matched against a worthy opponent. The stakes are high: win up to 

16 battles before losing six lives to maximize your rewards payout. 

But don't worry - you can always re-strategize, re-equip, and re-

engage to overcome any challenges ahead of your next round. Keep 

an eye on your opponent's tactics and your team's performance to 

dominate the competition. With every victory, you'll earn vNDT 

rewards and BattlePoints that can unlock exciting bonuses in the 

Vault. Think you’ve got a tough team…bring it on!



In BattlePlan!, you'll face off against other teams in 

thrilling auto-brawler battles. Once you've 

recruited your PIPs and equipped them with 

powerful skills, it's time to watch them take on the 

competition. Each PIP’s unique traits, stats, and 

abilities will come into play as they execute 

strategic maneuvers like close-up and ranged 

attacks, crowd control, and status effects. 



With the Ring-of-Death closing in, battles are fast-

paced and intense, and every win earns valuable 

experience to help improve your skills for the next 

fight. So get ready to brawl like a pro and show 

your opponents who's boss!
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READY, SET, BRAWL!

Did your strategies pay off? Did you emerge 

victorious? Did you leave them in shame? The 

spoils of war are yours to claim! Accumulate vNDT, 

vBOOSTS, and BattlePoints after each match, and 

watch your rewards go BRRRRRR! 



With vNDT, you can complete your loadouts with 

even more skills or convert them to market-ready 

NDT with vBOOSTs & active gameplay. Don’t forget 

those BattlePoints - they unlock new playable PIPs 

and other awesome rewards and put you in the 

running for the coveted seasonal Leaderboards. 

The more you win, the more you earn!

PACK YOUR BAGS

Epic battle? Share replays of battles featuring top-tier 

2D animated combat with your friends and followers.

Art subject to change



TOKENS & REWARDS

In BattlePlan!, winning battles is critical to maximizing your rewards. Rewards multipliers per round are 

calculated based on your rating and difficulty settings. Top players may earn up to 8x or more on their Game 

Credit deposit, while normal play can deliver a fair shot at 2x or better.



Rewards are in the form of vNDT, a vesting ERC-20 token that lets you purchase in-game items. Players can 

convert vNDT to market-tradable NDT through regular play and vBOOSTS. Even without winning, players 

earn plenty of rewards such as BattlePoints, rewards claims, premium reward claims, prizes, and NDT 

liquidity. The BattlePass can supercharge your rewards claims, automatically converting a portion of vNDT 

to NDT with every game.
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KEEP SWINGING FOR THE FENCES!

BattlePlan! uses a rating and rewards system based on the Reboot Protocol to encourage fair play and discourage bad-faith 

play. The system employs a statistical rating system that rewards players who challenge themselves and play near their 

potential in every game. On the other hand, players who exhibit inconsistent play, long lapses between sessions, or overly 

volatile play may receive heavy discounts on potential rewards until their play patterns become more normalized.

BATTLEPOINTS

BattlePlan! also awards players with BattlePoints – a soul-bound, non-transferable score, rewards, achievement, and 

leaderboard point system powered by the Reboot ranking and rewards system. Players earn BattlePoints every time they 

play, win, and push their limits on the battlefield!  Your BattlePoints and the leaderboard reset after each season, giving you a 

fresh start. BattlePoints are more than just a flex:

Rewards Claims: As you earn BattlePoints, 

you can claim seasonal rewards, PIP 

unlocks, free credits, skills, and more.

Premium Rewards: BattlePass owners 

amplify their BattlePoints with a premium 

rewards track for the opportunity to claim 

even more for their hard-earned points. 

Skills Trading: Wrap skills with BattlePoints 

and trade them on the open market.

Leaderboard Prizes: Your BattlePoints 

are your in-game score. Earn more than 

your opponents and climb the 

Leaderboard. Top-scoring players are 

rewarded with exclusive NFTs, 1-of-1 

tokens, and more! BattlePasses, Game 

Credits, and vBoosts are also up for grabs.



PLAYING WITH SKILLS
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BUILD YOUR TEAM’S BATTLE DECKS!

WHERE DO SKILLS COME FROM?

The key to victory is strategically matching your team of 

PIPs with your skill collection to achieve dominance on the 

battlefield. But it's not just about brute force - before each 

round of battle, you'll need to optimize and upgrade your 

PIPs' repertoire of skills to gain the upper hand. 

Each PIP has a unique battle deck of skills you'll need to 

carefully spend your Action Points on to unlock and draw 

upon these powerful abilities. Equip and upgrade your PIPs 

to maximize their battlefield impact and emerge victorious 

in BattlePlan!. Are you ready to lead your team to glory?

Being a successful captain means more than just assigning skills to your superhero team. It's about making the right choices 

before each battle to create powerful battle decks for each of your PIPs. These battle decks are made up of three different 

sources, each with its unique advantages.

NOTE: For Battle Plan! Alpha V1, Tactical Skills will be randomly assigned, future releases will allow players to assign as part of larger Hero Training Meta Game.

Holder’s Choice: PIP holders can assign 

 to their PIPs, making them 

stand out in battle. Tactical Skills 

progressively unlock as you spend Action 

Points to level up PIPs before matches.

Tactical Skills

Superhero Skills: Each PIP has a set of special 

 and stats unique to them based on 

their metadata. By adding PIPs to your team, you 

automatically incorporate their skills into their 

battle deck.

Attribute Skills

Collected Skills: Players can collect even 

more skills by playing the game and building 

their inventory. These skills are organized 

into strategically themed , which 

you must complete to assign to a PIP on your 

team during combat.

Loadouts

Combine the right skills from each source to create an unbeatable 

battle deck and climb to the top of the Leaderboard in BattlePlan!

Art subject to change

TACTICAL SKILLS

ATTRIBUTE SKILLS

LOADOUT SKILLS
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MINTING SKILLS

In BattlePlan!, players can redeem vNDT earned in 

gameplay for skills. The Reboot Shop offers newly 

minted skills with dynamic pricing based on market 

spikes. It allows players to use their gameplay skills to 

arbitrage the difference between Reboot Shop and 

market pricing of skills based on rarity and demand.

TRADING SKILLS

All BattlePlan! skills are NFTs that are tradable on 

open markets. Players must choose to burn 

BattlePoints to buy or sell skills. This mechanic 

battles pay-to-win gameplay tricks by reducing the 

BattlePoints available to collect prizes, rewards, 

unlocks, and overall Leaderboard status.

BURNING IT ALL DOWN

Skills are minted with vNDT, and a portion of that cost is 

retained as collateral within the skill. Players can burn their 

skills to collect the underlying NDT at any time.

Art subject to change



LOADOUTS
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Loadouts are themed packages of 9 to 12 skills used to equip your PIPs ahead of the battle. Each Loadout 

combination will impact how your PIPs fight in BattlePlan! Example loadout themes include:

There will be six total loadouts in the first release, with many more to come. Collect and unlock new 

loadouts as you buy, trade, and earn new skills.

Energy Knight: Provides every tank's needs 

in battle, including a high-tech shield to 

protect yourself and others and a charging 

hammer to enhance your attack’s power 

while maintaining strong protection, posing a 

significant threat to enemies.

Gunfighter: A versatile mix of abilities 

any shooter might need for both 

medium and close-range combat, 

including swift movement skills to 

quickly engage or disengage with 

opponents as needed.

BUILDING LOADOUTS

Loadouts are recipe cards for in-game skills that players 

can use to equip their PIPs for battle. Collecting the right 

skills and assigning them to the loadouts unlocks new and 

additional templates for players to use. Players get new 

skills through

Once a loadout is fully equipped with predefined skills, it 

becomes available in-game to equip your PIPs. Remember, 

partially complete loadouts won't appear as playable, so 

make sure to collect all the necessary skills!

The Reboot Shop: Redeem vNDT to claim skills 

through the Reboot Shop.

Marketplaces: Buy or trade on the open market.

Battle Point Rewards: Earn BattlePoints to claim 

and unlock new skills. Accelerate your rewards 

with BattlePass. 

Art subject to change
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As players burn lower quality skills to improve their skill quality, the NDT held in each burned skill is rolled 

into the resulting higher-quality skill.

Skills in BattlePlan! are unique ERC-721 NFTs with a fixed total supply minted from the Reboot Shop. A 

portion of each skill's mint cost is held as collateralized NDT, which can only be released by burning the skill. 



Skills can be improved up to three times by merging duplicates of the same type and quality, resulting in 

better artwork and more in-game visual effects. However, no additional supply will be issued once the 

maximum supply of skills at each quality tier is exhausted.

QUALITY OVER QUANTITY

WORTHY

Mint with vNDT

REMARKABLE MIGHTY SUPERB

Burn 2 Worthy Skills 


for 1 Remarkable Skill

Burn 2 Remarkable Skills 


for 1 Mighty Skill

Burn 2 Mighty Skills 


for 1 Superb Skill

BASE QUALITY TOP QUALITY

Art subject to change



PIPS IN BATTLEPLAN!
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BattlePlan! Alpha features Inhabitants PIP NFTs as playable characters! To create a team, you'll need three 

PIPs, but the rules for owning and playing with these unique characters will evolve in two phases over 

multiple seasons.

Get ready to battle with the best of the best! In the Core PIP Phase, players can play with the powerful PIPs 

from the Pixel Vault Core Collection. Choose your team wisely by selecting from three of six randomly 

selected Core Characters at the start. You can unlock two bonus slots and three additional PIPs to expand 

your roster through the BattlePoints rewards system. As each rolling release drops, more Core PIPs will be 

added to the game until all 144 Cores are available for gameplay.

MEET THE FIRST ROUND OF COMBATANTS!

CORE PIP PHASE

FURY-X

COVE-1

STROBE-1

AERO-0

PSYCHE-X

LONE-1

KARAT-0

NOXIOUS-0

BONES-X

https://market.pixelvault.com/explore/ETHEREUM:0xfb10b1717c92e9cc2d634080c3c337808408d9e1
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Time for the ultimate showdown! In later releases of the BattlePlan! schedule, Generative PIPs will take the stage as playable 

characters. As a holder of a PIP, you'll have access to a whole new world of gameplay, with the ability to train and hire your 

PIPs to compete in battles and earn rewards. But that's not all! You'll also have a significant in-game economic advantage over 

those playing without their own PIPs. So get ready to put your PIPs to work and dominate the arena like never before!

As you level up your PIPs with Action Points in-game, unlock tactical skills that will change the course of the contest. In the Core 

PIP phase, these skills are randomly assigned to each PIP in every game session. In the Generative PIP phase, holders earn, 

collect, and assign rare tactics to their PIPs, giving them a competitive edge.

GENERATIVE PIP PHASE

TACTICAL SKILLS

ATTRIBUTE SKILLS & STAT BOOSTS

SAMPLE ATTRIBUTE SKILLS & STAT BOOSTS BASED ON PIP TRAITS

Each PIP possesses a distinct set of attribute-enhanced skills and stats that can alter the course of battle in your favor.

Attribute Skills: Certain attributes include 

exclusive attribute-based skills that can be 

assigned in-game, allowing for a wide range 

of strategic combat possibilities.

Stat Boosts: PIP attributes can make 

them swifter, stronger, and more 

potent, giving them an edge over 

their opponents.

Pay close attention – each PIP’s attribute skills and stat bonuses will evolve over time as others play with them and as new 

content updates are released. 

+ 1 2 0

+ 1 0 0

The skills and boosts assigned above are for illustration purposes only. Actual attribute skill and stat boost assignments for BattlePlan! will be announced at a later date.

https://market.pixelvault.com/explore/ETHEREUM:0x6dc6001535e15b9def7b0f6a20a2111dfa9454e2


YOU’VE GOT MATCHES!
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Matchmaking in BattlePlan! is powered by the Reboot Protocol, which means the matches are provably fair, 

and players can amplify their rewards by taking on harder challenges. BattlePlan! features three difficulty 

settings – the tougher the setting, the sweeter the reward. Each round of combat in BattlePlan pairs you 

with a random opponent based on:

PLAYER PROFILE

All matches are completed on-chain, with a Verifiable Random Function (VRF) selection of a qualifying 

opponent from Reboot Protocol’s on-chain data pool.

Make a statement in BattlePlan! by assigning an Inhabitants Identity to your profile. Your 

identity will be displayed in-game, during matchmaking, and on the Leaderboard. Show 

your opponents who they're up against and let your unique Identity shine through.

Difficulty-adjusted player ratings, 

ensuring fair matches based on your 

relative appetite for challenge. 

Round-number progress for each 

contender will be the same to ensure 

both players have equal time to gel their 

strategy for that round.

Gameplay art for illustration purposes only



BUILD WITH US
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At Pixel Vault, we're committed to building in public and delivering the best possible game to our community. 

We’re excited to demonstrate this commitment with BattlePlan! Alpha, which will have a series of rolling 

releases. Each release will include a carefully curated selection of features, content, and improvements 

based on your valuable feedback.



Our first release of BattlePlan! Alpha (V1) is packed with exciting features and content, including an 

expanding set of playable PIPs from the Pixel Vault Core Collection, collectible skills, loadouts, team 

customizations, and the first look at skilled gameplay on the Reboot Protocol.

ALPHA V1

BATTLEPLAN! FEATURES REBOOT FEATURES

Async Arena Mode Gameplay

9 Playable PIPs

48 Unique Playable Skills

Thousands of Skill Combos and Effects

6 Unique Loadouts

10 Tactical Skills

9 Planet Battle Grounds

Unlockable Taunts, Team Cheers and Flair

Skill Quality System

Loadout Management

Season Leaderboard & Giveaways

BattlePoints System

BattlePass System

Exciting Prizes for Playing!

Proof-of-Play Based Rewards

BattlePlan! Validation Node

Ranking & Matchmaking

VRGDA-Based Prize Shop

Vesting Rewards

Reboot Rank-Based Points 


& Leaderboards

https://market.pixelvault.com/explore/ETHEREUM:0xfb10b1717c92e9cc2d634080c3c337808408d9e1


BEYOND ALPHA
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Future releases of BattlePlan! will include updates, bug fixes, new 

features, and additional game modes. Pixel Vault’s goal is to improve the 

experience with every release while showcasing the innovative features 

of the Reboot Protocol. Features planned for future releases are:

The mysterious payloads from our mischievous 

friends on the moon. These strange mechanisms hold 

fantastic rewards, but danger lies within. How far will 

you push your luck in this diabolical, game-within-a-

game that brings fun, game theory, and goodies 

enabled by the Reboot Protocol?

GEAR PODS

Have a good run of battles? Enter your game into 

an automated bracketed tournament for huge 

rewards and prizes. Get daily updates on your 

team’s progress, and rally your friends to back your 

team for a share of the rewards.

AUTO TOURNAMENTS

As the story around BattlePlan! unfolds, token 

holders will get access to a meta-game that allows 

them to participate in the story, train their PIPs, 

harvest resources, craft skills, and earn a share of 

rewards for being recruited to other players’ teams.

META GAME & DRAFTING

Dive deeper into the story and lore of 

BattlePlan! through a uniquely web3, 

mission-based experience enabled by the 

Reboot Protocol.

MISSIONS

Challenge other players directly to BattlePlan! 

matches or back your favorite streamer, pro 

gamer, or friend in BattlePlan! winner-takes-all 

prize fights.

HEAD-TO-HEAD 


& BOUNTY MATCHES

In the bizarre universe of BattlePlan! you never know 

who or what may show up. Look out for future 

special appearances and BattlePlan! combatants 

from the Inhabitants Universe and beyond.

SPECIAL APPEARANCES



WHAT ELSE?
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Pixel Vault is excited to lead its collectors into combat with BattlePlan!. Heading into the first launch of the 

game, stay tuned for updates on how collectors may participate in BattlePlan!, the Reboot Protocol, and more.

Pixel Vault and the Reboot Protocol are 

committed to the sanctity of core L1 assets and 

providing technical solutions that enable holders 

to enjoy the in-game perks of their holdings 

safely and securely. With the launch of BattlePlan! 

and the Reboot Protocol, we will be featuring:

THE EXISTING PIXEL VAULT ECOSYSTEM

TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Non-Bridging Utility for L1 Assets: 

Mainnet staking pools allow for L1 assets to 

stay on mainnet while providing in-game 

utility and rewards on L2s.

Meta Sessions: Securely signed sessions 

and Meta Transactions enable the 

benefits of L2 gaming without ever 

leaving mainnet. 

Gasless In-Game Interactions: Gasless 

gameplay, prize shopping, burning, 

merging, and more! 

Secure Bridge and Swap:  Gamified 

tokens and ecosystem tokens benefit 

from robust bridging and swapping 

infrastructure to ensure nothing of value 

is lost or left on the table.



CONCLUSION
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BattlePlan! aims to change the game – demonstrating a whole new view of what 

gaming can be. BattlePlan!’s use of decentralized blockchain technology allows for a 

unique gaming experience that transparently and securely rewards players for their 

skilled gameplay. Additionally, the game's use of super-powered heroes and unique, 

customizable abilities provides a highly engaging experience for players. With its 

innovative approach to gaming, BattlePlan! represents a major breakthrough in the 

industry and is poised to become the flagship title of the Reboot Protocol. 

As the gaming industry continues to evolve, BattlePlan! stands out as an 

example of what is possible when community, creativity, and 

technology come together to create something truly remarkable.

WHAT ABOUT PIP ORIGINS AND DOTS?!

With the release of BattlePlan! Alpha V1, Pixel Vault is taking the 

first big step towards putting the foundation in place for solar-

system-sized gameplay and benefits that will progressively be 

revealed as we continue to deliver more BattlePlan! features 

and content. V1 creates the runway for PIP origins and DOTs to 

shine in future releases.

KEEP AN EYE ON THIS SPACE

This is only the beginning! This BattlePaper is a living document and represents the first chapter of the 

BattlePlan! journey, which we are excited to embark upon and build with you. More details about upcoming 

releases, new features, content, prizes and more will be delivered here first.



POWERED BY

DEVELOPED BY
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